Welcome to Kumamoto!
This Gourmet Map contains all the information visitors to beautiful Kumamoto will need to find the best local dining.
Have fun exploring Kumamoto Gourmet!
Manyuu Kumamoto Passport

Your passport to fun in Kumamoto!

Your Manyuu Kumamoto Passport gives you unlimited access to 20 different sightseeing spots throughout Kumamoto. Your Passport also gets you discounted rates at a number of other points of interest around the city! Experience all Kumamoto has to offer with the Manyuu Kumamoto Passport!

Usage period: 7 days
Price: Adults 1,000 yen, children 500 yen
Phone: Manyuu Kumamoto Passport Office Tel. 096-356-8747

Hop on the bus and explore Kumamoto’s gourmet dining!

Shiromegurin – The Kumamoto Castle Tour Bus

The Shiromegurin Bus makes regular stops at Kumamoto Station, Kumamoto Castle, various historical sites, and a number of other areas downtown. There are two routes: the Station Route that runs from Kumamoto Station to Kumamoto Castle, and the Castle Loop Route that runs in a loop around Kumamoto Castle. The numbers 1 and 2 on the map show the Shiromegurin bus stops.

Running times:
- From Kumamoto Station, the first bus is at 8:30AM, the last bus is at 5:10PM, with buses leaving approx. every 20 mins.
- Single day pass: Adults 300 yen, children 150 yen
- Phone: Kumamoto Toshi Bus Motobuya Office Tel. 096-312-5077

Kumamoto WakuWaku Rent-a-Cycle

Pedal around Kumamoto on an electric rent-a-cycle! Rental locations: Available at locations marked with an "R" on the map.

Rider requirements: 15 years old and up (high school or higher), personal ID required
Rental fee: 500 yen/day Rental period: Max 2 days
Open: 9AM-6PM
Phone: Kumamoto Machinaka Churinjo Support Center Tel. 096-354-3611
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